Transmission Equipment Condition
Assessment Monitor
With Online Frequency Response Analysis (FRA)

24/7 Monitoring for your Power Transformers

A true, real-time transformer monitor is now
available for use on energized power
transformers. This system monitors the
transients at the terminals of your power
transformer and allows you to perform FRA
analysis while the transformer is energized

System Coupler and Layout
System Attaches to Existing Bushings
System monitors transients without changing
the circuit by using existing bushing voltage and
test taps. Protective gaps prevent overvoltage
of bushing taps. Continuous remote system
monitoring provides verification that the
monitor is functioning properly. System is
sealed to prevent moisture or contamination
from entering the coupling device. Individual
coupler response is de-convolved to produce
actual terminal transient voltages.
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Website Interface

Website Features
 Secure web interface provides specific access to only authorized personnel
 Website is optimized for mobile devices to allow convenient data access
 System automatically displays processed transient and bushing data to website
in near real-time
 User is presented with geographic and image data to positively identify site and
condition data
 Annual monitoring fee provides component warranty, transformer expert data
analysis, and software upgrades
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System Specifications
Capture system And Lightning Transients
System will monitor the transients from capacitor banks, disconnect switches,
breakers, reactors, Lightning, and system faults. The system can capture
energization transients. It will allow you to see the exact transient imposed
on your transformer winding. This allows system engineers to verify transient
simulations and make repairs, add surge protection, or make upgrades as deemed
necessary.
Monitor Load Tap Changer (LTC) Transients
System monitors and logs transients from tap change operations. Monitors the
transients to allow for possible detection of contact arcing prior to a tap
changer failure.
Monitor Transformer Bushing
System monitors transformer bushings in two ways. The FRA signature of the
bushing is included in the transformer’s FRA response. In addition,
the system allows for the simultaneous monitoring of the bushing relative
power factor. System also monitors Ac tap Voltage on regular intervals.
Monitor Online FRA Signature of transformer Winding
System will utilize the transients from the system to characterize the online FRA
signature of the transformer winding. This will allow for possible detection of
winding deformation or movement before a catastrophic transformer failure.

System Description
 Captures transients with system bandwidth from 5 Hz - 5MHz
 Wireless connection for monitoring transformer remotely
 Powered by substation DC for uptime and capturing energization transients
 Online system allows for proactive monitoring
 System reliability monitored remotely on database servers
Centralized Server Based Analysis and Backup of Transient Data
 Easy access to multiple remote sites from a single interface
 Advanced server based analysis of gathered data for condition assessment
 Proactive self-diagnostics insures health of tecam system monitor
 Transient data backup to secure remote data center
Operating Conditions
 Built for performance in harsh weather and electrical environments
 Designed for installation with ambient temperature range -40°C to +45°C
Mechanical
 EMI Shielded Enclosure
 Dimensions: (WxHxD)24”x24”x8”
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